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Summary

Patients with mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) generally respond to first-line

immunochemotherapy, but often show chemoresistance upon subsequent

relapses, with poor outcome. Several studies of the immunomodulator,

lenalidomide, have demonstrated its activity in MCL including the MCL-

001 study in relapsed/refractory patients who had failed defined prior

therapies of anthracyclines or mitoxantrone, cyclophosphamide, rituximab

and also bortezomib. We present here the long-term efficacy follow-up of

the prospective phase II MCL-001 study (N = 134), including new explor-

atory analyses with baseline Ki-67 (MIB1), a biological marker of tumour

proliferation. With longer follow-up, lenalidomide showed a 28% overall

response rate [ORR; 8% complete response (CR)/CR unconfirmed (CRu)].

Median duration of response (DOR), progression-free survival and overall

survival were 16�6, 4�0 and 20�9 months, respectively. Myelosuppression

continued to be the most common grade 3/4 toxicity. Several studies of

MCL patients treated with chemotherapy, rituximab and bortezomib have

shown an inverse association between survival and Ki-67. Ki-67 data in 81/

134 MCL-001 patients showed similar ORRs in both low (<30% or <50%)

versus high (≥30% or ≥50%) Ki-67–expressing groups, yet lower Ki-67 lev-

els demonstrated superior CR/CRu, DOR and survival outcomes. Overall,

lenalidomide showed durable efficacy with a consistent safety profile in

heavily pretreated, relapsed/refractory MCL post-bortezomib.

Keywords: efficacy, Ki-67, lenalidomide, mantle cell lymphoma, safety.

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) constitutes 3–6% of all non-

Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) cases (The NHL Classification

Project, 1997; Turner et al, 2005; Zhou et al, 2008), is gener-

ally found in older males (i.e. ≥60 years) and presents with

advanced-stage, disseminated disease (The NHL Classification

Project, 1997; Goy & Kahl, 2011). Initial treatment for MCL
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relies on chemoimmunotherapy combinations; however, sub-

sequent lines of treatment are less clearly defined. Relapsed/

refractory disease is characterized by frequent chemoresis-

tance and remains challenging to manage; patients histori-

cally demonstrated a median overall survival (OS) of 1–
2 years in the pre-rituximab and pre-bortezomib era (Goy &

Kahl, 2011; McKay et al, 2012; Vose, 2012). At present,

relapsed patients have already experienced rituximab and

bortezomib treatment, thus presenting with a more resilient

form of disease upon relapse.

Lenalidomide is an oral immunomodulator with estab-

lished anti-neoplastic and antiproliferative effects in NHL

tumour models (Wu et al, 2008; Zhang et al, 2009; Qian

et al, 2011). The clinical activity and tolerable safety profile

of lenalidomide have been established in 2 phase II studies

(NHL-002 and NHL-003) of heavily pretreated patients with

relapsed/refractory aggressive NHL, including MCL (Wiernik

et al, 2008; Habermann et al, 2009; Witzig et al, 2011; Zinza-

ni et al, 2013). Responses were notable in patients with

relapsed/refractory MCL; those from the NHL-002 study

demonstrated a 53% overall response rate (ORR) and 20%

complete response (CR), along with durable activity shown

by a median duration of response (DOR) of 13�7 months

(Wiernik et al, 2008; Witzig et al, 2011). MCL patients from

the NHL-003 study showed a 35% ORR, 12% CR/CR uncon-

firmed (CRu), and a median DOR of 16�3 months, as

assessed by an independent central review committee (Zinza-

ni et al, 2013). Median progression-free survival (PFS) in the

NHL-002 and NHL-003 studies was 5�6 and 8�8 months,

respectively (Wiernik et al, 2008; Witzig et al, 2011; Zinzani

et al, 2013). The safety profile of single-agent lenalidomide

in both studies (NHL-002 and NHL-003, respectively)

showed that neutropenia (40% and 46%) and thrombocyto-

penia (33% and 30%) were the most common grade 3/4

adverse events (AEs) in patients with MCL (Habermann

et al, 2009; Zinzani et al, 2013). These studies laid the foun-

dation for the MCL-001 (EMERGETM) phase II study of effi-

cacy and safety of single-agent lenalidomide in heavily

pretreated patients [median 4 prior therapies (range, 2–10)
including required prior anthracycline or mitoxantrone,

cyclophosphamide, rituximab and relapsed, progressed or

refractory to bortezomib] (Goy et al, 2013). Results provided

by the MCL-001 study led to the approval of lenalidomide in

2013 by the US Food and Drug Administration for MCL

patients whose disease has relapsed or progressed after 2

prior therapies, including bortezomib (https://www.cel-

gene.com/content/uploads/revlimid_full_prescribing_info.pdf,

Goy et al, 2013).

For MCL patients, the MCL International Prognostic

Index (MIPI) provides an independent approach to charac-

terize MCL patients into low-, intermediate-, and high-risk

groups based on age, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group

performance status (ECOG PS), white blood cell counts and

lactate dehydrogenase values (Hoster et al, 2008). In relation

to MIPI endpoints, the prognostic relevance of the biological

marker of cell proliferation Ki-67 (MIB1) was initially

explored in patients with a 10% elevation, although the stan-

dard cut-off is 30%, and has also been examined in several

retrospective analyses as a surrogate measure of malignant

cell proliferation (Tiemann et al, 2005; Hoster et al, 2008).

Ki-67 as a surrogate marker of proliferation can be measured

in several ways and defined by gene expression profiling, in

which Ki-67 is measured using immunohistochemistry

(IHC), thus the term Ki-67 is used rather than MIB1. The

small dataset available for Ki-67 detection, and challenges

associated with standardization and reproducibility of results,

have limited the use of Ki67 as a valid biological index along

with MIPI scoring (Hoster et al, 2008). However, most stud-

ies have confirmed high Ki-67 levels associated with shorter

OS in MCL patients in the setting of chemoimmunotherapy

(anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies) and bortezomib (Tie-

mann et al, 2005; Goy et al, 2010; Salek et al, 2014). We

explore here the impact of Ki-67 expression level on the out-

come of patients treated with lenalidomide in the pivotal

trial (after failing a minimum of four agents) along with

longer-term follow-up of efficacy and safety data for the

MCL-001 study.

Patients and methods

Study design

MCL-001 (EMERGETM) was an open-label, global, multi-

centre phase II study (NCT00737529) that examined the

efficacy and safety of lenalidomide in relapsed/refractory

patients with MCL following bortezomib. Detailed study

design and eligibility criteria have been previously

described (Goy et al, 2013). Lenalidomide was self-adminis-

tered orally at 25 mg/d on days 1–21 of each 28-d cycle

until progressive disease, intolerability or voluntary with-

drawal. Longer-term efficacy and safety results are reported

here, with a data cut-off of 20 March 2013, which was an

additional 8 months of follow-up from the initial report.

In addition, a new retrospective analysis of lenalidomide

activity and its potential relationship with Ki-67 (by IHC)

is also reported.

Patients

Patients were ≥18 years old with an ECOG PS of 0–2 and at

least one measurable lesion ≥2 cm by computerized tomogra-

phy. Diagnosis of MCL was reviewed by a central pathol-

ogy laboratory for cyclin D1 overexpression by IHC or for

t[11;14][q13;q32] by fluorescence in situ hybridization.

Patients were required to have failed prior regimens contain-

ing anthracycline (or mitoxantrone), cyclophosphamide, rit-

uximab and bortezomib. Bortezomib failure was defined as a

relapse or progression ≤12 months from the last dose of

bortezomib following a CR or partial response (PR) or

refractoriness with less than a PR after ≥2 cycles of
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bortezomib. There were no limitations to the number of

prior therapies.

Assessments and statistical analyses

This study was approved at each institution by the Institu-

tional Review Board/Independent Ethics Committee and in

accordance with local rules and regulations. Each study site

reviewed the study protocol and patient-provided informed

consent prior to initiation. Ethical requirements per Interna-

tional Conference on Harmonization, Title 21 of the US

Code of Federal Regulations and Declaration of Helsinki

were met.

Primary endpoints were ORR and DOR. Secondary end-

points included CR/CRu, time to response (TTR), PFS, OS,

and safety. Correlation analysis of Ki-67 levels and efficacy

outcomes was an exploratory endpoint. Longer-term

response rates and time-to-event data were analysed by inde-

pendent central reviewers according to the modified Interna-

tional Workshop Lymphoma Response Criteria (Cheson

et al, 1999; Fisher et al, 2006; Kane et al, 2007) and Kaplan–
Meier estimates (Kaplan & Meier, 1958), respectively. AEs

were categorized by the National Cancer Institute Common

Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version

3.0 (http://ctep.cancer.gov/protocolDevelopment/electronic_

applications/docs/ctcaev3.pdf).

Exploratory Ki-67 baseline data were examined retrospec-

tively from 31 of 42 institutions (50% academic-based). Only

baseline Ki-67 values were captured (no biopsies were exam-

ined post-baseline at subsequent relapses). As a result, base-

line Ki-67 expression data were available in 81 of 134

patients (60%) based on IHC performed by a central pathol-

ogy laboratory using tumour biopsy samples (n = 24) or

based on Ki-67 scores reported in local pathology reports

(n = 57). Cut-off values of 30% and 50% were used for effi-

cacy analyses; these values were chosen based on prior evalu-

ation of Ki-67 expression in patients with newly diagnosed

and relapsed/refractory MCL (Determann et al, 2008; Goy

et al, 2010) and the univariate significance (but not bivariate)

for OS with Ki-67 elevated by 10% when evaluated as part of

the MIPI scoring system (Hoster et al, 2008). Fisher’s exact

test was used for comparing binary variables. Kaplan–Meier

method and log-rank test were used for comparing time-to-

event variables. A P-value less than 0�05 was considered sta-

tistically significant.

Results

Patient characteristics

Baseline characteristics for these 134 patients were previously

reported (Goy et al, 2013). In brief, the median age of

patients was 67 years (range, 43–83); 63% of patients were

≥65 years of age. At baseline, 93% of patients had stage III/

IV disease, 67% had intermediate-high MIPI score, 57%

showed high tumour burden (≥1 lesion with a diameter of

≥5 cm or ≥3 lesions with a diameter of ≥3 cm), and 33%

showed bulky disease (≥1 lesion with a diameter of ≥7 cm).

Patients had received a median of 4 prior therapies (range,

2–10); all patients had received prior bortezomib (60% were

refractory) and 55% were refractory to their last therapy.

Efficacy

With an additional 8 months of follow-up, longer-term effi-

cacy analyses showed an ORR of 28% and CR/CRu of 8%

(Table I), with an additional patient achieving a CR/CRu

compared with the initial efficacy analysis. Median TTR was

2�3 months for all patients and median TTR to achieve a

CR/CRu was 4�1 months. Median DOR was 16�6 months

[95% confidence interval (CI), 9�1–26�7] by central review

(Fig 1A), which was not reached (NR) for CR/CRu patients

[95% CI, 10�4–NR (ongoing at 33�2 months)]. Median PFS

was 4�0 months (95% CI, 3�6–6�9; Fig 1B), and median OS

was 20�9 months (95% CI, 13�7–24�4; Fig 1C) at a median

follow-up of 13�2 months.

Safety

At an average 20 mg/d dose of lenalidomide, the most com-

mon grade ≥3 AEs of neutropenia (44%) and thrombocyto-

penia (28%) were consistent with the known safety profile

for lenalidomide in NHL, previous safety evaluations for the

MCL-001 study and other studies of lenalidomide in MCL

(Wiernik et al, 2008; Witzig et al, 2011; Goy et al, 2013). At

the longer follow-up time, invasive second primary malig-

nancies (SPM) were reported in four patients. The type of

SPM, time to onset and best response by central review

included metastatic colon cancer (9�7 months; PR), meta-

static squamous cell carcinoma (7�3 months; PR), myelodys-

plastic syndrome (3�1 months; SD) and bladder cancer

Table I. MCL-001 longer-term efficacy of lenalidomide (central

review; data cut-off 20 March 2013).

Efficacy parameter (N = 134) Longer-term efficacy results

ORR, n (%) 38 (28)

CR/CRu, n (%) 11 (8)

PR, n (%) 27 (20)

SD, n (%) 39 (29)

Median TTR (range) 2�3 months (1�7–13�1)
Median time to CR/CRu (range) 4�1 months (1�9–13�2)
Median DOR (95% CI) 16�6 months (9�1–26�7)
Median PFS (95% CI) 4�0 months (3�6–6�9)
Median OS (95% CI) 20�9 months (13�7–24�4)

CI, confidence interval; CR, complete response; CRu, CR uncon-

firmed; DOR, duration of response; ORR, overall response rate; OS,

overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; PR, partial response;

SD, stable disease; TTR, time to response.
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metastasis to the liver (40�8 months; CRu). The fourth SPM

was newly identified in one patient at this later follow-up

time.

Exploratory analysis of Ki-67 and efficacy

Baseline Ki-67 levels were available in 81 of 134 patients and

were correlated with efficacy endpoints by using 30% and

50% cut-off thresholds for Ki-67 expression. Both thresholds

are shown to provide a more thorough view of potential

variations in outcomes in MCL depending on the selected

threshold level, which varies with the literature (Determann

et al, 2008; Hoster et al, 2008; Goy et al, 2010). This explor-

atory assessment showed similar ORR outcomes in both the

lower and higher Ki-67 groups (Fig 2). In the 50% cut-off

group, it is clear that these patients do not respond as well

to lenalidomide because no patients with ≥50% Ki-67 expres-

sion had a CR/CRu or stable disease (SD). For both cut-off

values (30% and 50%), the percentage of patients with SD

was inversely proportional to the percentage of patients with
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Fig 1. MCL-001 updated follow-up for (A)

duration of response (DOR), (B) progression-

free survival (PFS) and (C) overall survival

(OS) (following lenalidomide in patients with

relapsed or refractory mantle cell lymphoma.
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lower Ki-67 expression (i.e. higher percentage of patients

with SD in those with lower Ki-67 levels).

For DOR survival curves with the 30% Ki-67 cut-off, the

median DOR was not yet reached for either </≥30% or

<50% groups, although the median DOR for the ≥50% Ki-67

group was 5�7 months (95% CI, 1�8–NR). The hazard ratio

(HR) for DOR groups ≥30% vs. <30% Ki-67 was 1�50 (95%

CI, 0�37–6�03). For the DOR of the ≥50% vs. <50% Ki-67

groups, HR was 4�13 (95% CI, 0�92–18�57).
Median PFS for ≥30% vs. <30% Ki-67 patients was

1�9 months (95% CI, 1�7–5�6) versus 4�5 months (95% CI,

3�7–7�6), respectively, with a HR of 1�54 (95% CI, 0�91–
2�62). In the ≥50% vs. <50% Ki-67 patient groups, median

PFS was 1�8 months (95% CI, 1�6–2�8) versus 4�5 months

(95% CI, 3�7–7�2), respectively, with a HR of 2�10 (95% CI,

1�19–3�68).
OS was shorter for the group with ≥30% Ki-67 compared

with the group with <30% Ki-67 [9�7 months (95% CI, 3�4–
18�6) versus 28�4 months (95% CI, 19�5–34�7), P = 0�0197;
HR = 1�91 (95% CI, 1�10–3�33); Fig 3]. A similar trend was

observed for OS using the 50% cut-off for Ki-67 expression,

including 7�4 months (95% CI, 2�7–19�0) for ≥50% Ki-67 vs

23�9 months (95% CI, 13�7–34�7) for <50% Ki-67

[P = 0�0048; HR = 2�21 (95% CI, 1�25–3�89)].
Univariate and multivariate analyses for OS were con-

ducted for Ki-67 with cut-offs of 30% and 50%; both

showed Ki-67 as a strong independent prognostic factor

after adjusting for known prognostics factors. At the ≥30%
vs. <30% Ki-67 cut-off, univariate and multivariate analy-

ses showed respective HRs of 1�91 (95% CI, 1�10–3�33;
P = 0�022) and 1�87 (95% CI, 1�07–3�25; P = 0�028). For

≥50% vs. <50% Ki-67 cut-off, univariate and multivariate

analyses showed HR of 2�21 (95% CI, 1�25–3�89; P = 0�006)
and 2�02 (95% CI, 1�14–3�60; P = 0�017), respectively. No

apparent correlation was identified between Ki-67 and various

prognostic factors.

Discussion

Our exploratory retrospective Ki-67 analyses showed similar

ORR for both low (<30% or <50%) and high (≥30% or

≥50%) Ki-67–expressing groups, suggesting lenalidomide is

active in patients expressing high levels of Ki-67. Despite

similar responses in the low and high Ki-67-expressing

groups, the DOR, PFS and OS outcomes were worse in those

patients with high Ki-67 expression compared with those

with low Ki-67 expression. This finding is in agreement with

reports in the literature for patients with MCL and high Ki-

67 levels; patients demonstrated worse prognosis for survival

irrespective of treatment and throughout relapse (Determann

et al, 2008; Hoster et al, 2008; Goy et al, 2010). However, it

should be noted that the exploratory analysis of Ki-67

expression and efficacy outcomes in this longer follow-up of

the MCL-001 study are limited by the small number of

patients and lack of prospective evaluation of Ki-67 expres-

sion in correlation with post-baseline time points when effi-

cacy analyses were performed. Identification of new

treatments (as single-agents or in combination) that improve

survival remains a priority for MCL patients with high Ki-67

levels. The single agent activity of lenalidomide in the MCL-

001 study established the foundation for future combination

strategies, as has been shown when lenalidomide is combined

with rituximab (R2) in 31 previously untreated MCL patients

(74% with a Ki-67 index <30%) (Ruan et al, 2013). R2 treat-

ment led to a 77% ORR (40% CR/CRu) and median PFS

and DOR not yet reached. Ki-67 will be studied prospectively

in the ECOG E1411 study (NCT01415752) of lenalidomide/

rituximab as maintenance therapy following first-line benda-

mustine/rituximab/bortezomib in previously untreated MCL.

Additional ongoing studies of lenalidomide combined with

chemotherapy or post-chemotherapy (i.e. maintenance), as

well as combinations with other biologicals, will help refine

this effect.

Longer median follow-up for an additional 8 months of

patients in the MCL-001 trial confirmed a consistent safety

profile along with rapid and durable activity of lenalidomide

in MCL patients who failed multiple prior therapies, includ-

ing bortezomib, and 63% of whom were ≥65 years of age. At

a median follow-up of 13�2 months, the ORR was 28%, with

a CR/CRu rate of 8%. Median TTR was 2�3 months for all

patients, with approximately 2 additional months of treat-

ment to achieve a CR/CRu (median TTR of 4�1 months to

achieve CR/CRu). Median DOR was 16�6 months, not yet

reached for CR/CRu patients (longest ongoing CR at

33�2 months), and median PFS and OS were 4�0 and

20�9 months, respectively. These data are important in dem-

onstrating that rapid and durable activity with lenalidomide

may be achieved in patients who were heavily pretreated with
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a median of 4 prior therapies (range, 2–10), including failure

to prior bortezomib, cyclophosphamide, anthracyclines and

rituximab.

The safety profile for lenalidomide in this longer-term

evaluation was consistent with previous reports of lenalido-

mide in MCL (Habermann et al, 2009; Zinzani et al, 2013),

as well as the initial report of the MCL-001 study (Goy et al,

2013). Myelosuppression was the most common toxicity in

this longer-term study and was manageable with dose modi-

fications and/or supportive therapy. Four invasive SPMs were

reported at the longer follow-up and included metastatic

colon cancer, metastatic squamous cell carcinoma, myelodys-
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plastic syndrome and an additional bladder cancer that

metastasized to the liver.

In summary, these longer-term analyses of the MCL-001

study confirmed the rapid and durable efficacy of lenalido-

mide monotherapy with a consistent safety profile in heavily

pretreated patients with MCL. Exploratory analyses of the

expression of Ki-67, a biomarker indicating poor prognosis

when elevated, showed that lenalidomide was active in MCL

patients with both low and high Ki-67 expression; however,

further study is needed. Through this longer efficacy and

safety follow-up from the MCL-001 study, lenalidomide con-

tinues to demonstrate its activity in heavily pretreated

patients with relapsed/refractory MCL, regardless of poor

prognostic characteristics, such as high tumour burden, mul-

tiple prior therapies, refractoriness to last therapy and high

Ki-67 expression. The favourable and manageable safety pro-

file of lenalidomide in relapsed/refractory MCL offers an

opportunity to improve over current therapies in MCL either

in combinations with chemoimmunotherapy or as mainte-

nance strategies; these are all currently being tested, including

non-chemotherapy options that are very appealing in a pop-

ulation often comprised of elderly patients.
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